
SIMPLIFYING 
BUSINESS ANALYTICS
FOR COMPLEX DATA

The only business analytics 
software that lets you easily 
prepare, analyze and visualize 
both big and disparate datasets.

Sisense covers the full scope of data analysis in one BI software, from preparing 
complex data for analysis to creating dashboards with a wide variety of 
visualizations. Here’s what you get:

Instant deployment gets you up 
and running with your actual data in 
hours, not weeks, and without a data 
preparation nightmare.

Fastest 
Time-to-Insight

Empower users to analyze data without 
constraints of traditional BI. Explore, filter 
and drill down into complex data in any 
granularity and get instant answers to ad-hoc 
questions.

Intuitive UI, 
Powerful Back-End 

Sisense gives you a single BI tool  to 
prepare, analyze and visualize any type 
and size of data. No need to invest in 
data warehouses, additional tools or 
professional services.

Sisense-enabled IoT devices broadcast business KPIs to all the senses, making consumption 
of insights immediate and simple. Using Artificial Intelligence to humanize data consumption, 
Sisense moves you beyond the screen, letting you interact more naturally with your data by 
asking questions and getting results in real time.

Minimal Total Cost 
of Ownership

Sisense everywhere
Revolutionizing the Way You Consume Data

Run concurrent, ad-hoc queries and receive 
results in seconds, even when working 
with billions of rows, for unparalleled 
performance and scalability. 

Unparalleled 
Performance 
and Scalability

Join the hundreds of leading 
businesses already using Sisense

www.sisense.com



ANALYZE BIG AND 
DISPARATE DATA 
WITH COMPLETE AGILITY

Sisense is the only BI vendor that doesn’t use sample data. We offer a full POC on your data to fulfill 
an actual business need - all in 90 minutes.

Test Drive Sisense From Start to Finish in 90 Minutes 

Sisense gives your business a simple way to 
manage, analyze and visualize all your data. Built 
with award-winning technology, Sisense eliminates 
the need for additional system components and 
dedicated manpower, allowing you to setup a 
complete BI solution in days.

SISENSE IS AGILE, FAST, AND 
SIMPLE FOR PEOPLE TO USE AND 
GET ANSWERS ON THEIR OWN.

" " " "SISENSE TOOLS SHOW 
A SMALL LAPTOP CAN 
CRUNCH BIG DATA.

Instant 
Deployment

Our Single-StackTM architecture takes you 
from data integration to visualization with 
a single BI solution, eliminating the need 
to use additional tools.

No Data 
Preparation 
Nightmare

The Sisense innovative In-ChipTM engine lets 
you run any query and receive answers on-
the-spot without the need to prepare data in 
advance for each new question.

www.sisense.com


